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Musical instruments from Bali
From djembe and thunder spring drums to Australian 
didgeridoos, from shakers to bamboo flutes, 
glockenspiels and rainsticks, whistles, panpipes and 
thumb pianos, there’s something here for everyone. 

Many of these instruments are made with sustainable, 
locally-sourced bamboo and often feature the vibrant 
dot design art that is well known from the aboriginal 
cultures of Australia. 

WCAN008
Glockenspiel
5 tube, non-western tuning

WCAN009
Glockenspiel
10 tube, non-western tuning

RZ201
12 note xylophone
dots design
41x25cm

Mark trees & chimes
Made from bamboo and local dried palm, 
these instruments add a shimmering crystal 
twinkle to any musical performance.

WCAN1801
mark tree, or bar chimes
30 chimes, painted cross motif
bestseller RZ1830

dried palm 
spiral chime
whitewashed, 
70cm
bestseller

WCAN005
mark tree
18 chimes

Drawing on the 
exotic architecture of 
Asia, these chimes 
look beautiful in any 
garden!

WCAN003
pagoda 
windchime
10 chimes
80cm

Pagoda 
windchime

BBAM39
metal chime
Buddha 95cm
bestseller
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WCAN2300
bamboo 3-tier lar 
tubes w 16 chimes

WCAN2301
bamboo 5-tier w 17 
chimes

WCAN2302
bamboo 3-tier w 5 
chimes

WCAN2303
bamboo w 5 chimes

WC11
chime cat

WC12
chime tree frog

WC13
chime elephant

WC14
chime ladybird

WC15
chime sheep

WC16
chime penguin

WC09
chime puffin

LIFESTYLE HERE OF ANIMAL CHIMES 

Bamboo Chimes 

NEW

We are delighted to bring back 
these old favouites from the 1990’s. 
These are part of the original ‘Ani-
mal Magic’ range which launched 
Shared Earth’s wholesale operation.
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RZ1822
duck quacker, asst. cols. 
dots design, 13cm 

RZ1822BOX
duck quacker, asst. cols. 
dots design     
set of 50

RZ1823BOX
duck quacker, 
asst. bright colours 
set of 50

RZ1823
duck quacker, asst. 

bright colours
13cm

bestseller

RZ1805
pan pipes, 6 tubes
bestseller

Wind 
instruments
Bamboo grows quickly, 
requires no irrigation, 
pesticides or fertilisers, 
sequesters carbon, and 
inhibits soil erosion, 
making it one of the most 
sustainable materials there 
is for craft production. 

RZ1810
bamboo flute
35cm length

S0078A
bamboo flute
asst. cols.
30cm length

S0073A
bamboo whistle
6cm length

S1700A
bamboo flute
30cm length
bestseller

S1701A
swannee whistle 
16cm length

CIAPM15
bee whistle 15.5cm

ANT04
bamboo flute 30cm

NEW
RZ1811
birdwhistle 14cm
bestseller 

CIAPMO1
parrot

CIAPM10
amazon 
birds

CIAPM11
amazon 
animals

CIAPMO8
jaguar

RZ1834
duck quacker 
asst colours 

CIAPM12
amazon 
birds

NEW

RZ1834BOX
set of 50
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 TOP SELLER

RZ1821
coconut shell
rectangle
20cm

RZ1840
coconut shell red. 
lt green
20cm

RZ1841
coconut shell 
yellow, red, blue
20cm
bestseller

RZ1842
coconut shell green, 
orange, purple 20cm
bestseller

RZ1843
coconut shell 
unpainted
20cm
bestseller

RZ1813
rainstick
40cm
bestseller 

RZ1824
rattle
10cm length
bestseller

RZ1819
egg shaker 
with handle
bestseller

RZ1812
rainstick
20cm

RZ1818
bamboo 
crocodile clacker
20cm

The craftsmen and women of Bali have a wealth of 
skills and techniques – here they’re turned into the 
popular coconut thumb piano – another use this 
versatile and sustainable raw material is put to.

Thumb pianos & 
percussion instruments 

RZ1831
shaking head tor-
toise,
coconut, 20cm

Tibetan 
singing bowls
These popular singing bowls are made by Tibetan refugees 
in New Delhi, India.

TIB15701
green 250g

TIB15702
black 250g
bestseller

TIB15703
purple 250g
bestseller 

TIB1402
turquoise 250g
bestseller

TIB1403
red 250g
bestseller

TIB200
yellow 250g

TIB201
 deep blue 250g
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RZ1821
coconut shell
rectangle
20cm

RZ1802
30cm

RZ1800
mini
15cm

RZ1801
mini 
20cm

RZ1803
40cm

RZ1804
50cm

 Djembe drums
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